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Chapter 3121 

Consequences 

Time seemed to be moving slow when the destruction happened. 

But in reality, everything happened in a split second. 

In Dr. Erebus’s point of view, more than a thousand Deities and the huge Heavenly Base disappeared 

right after Levi’s stomp. 

It was so fast that their eyes couldn’t catch what happened. 

By the time they realized what had happened, everything was already gone. 

Did more than a thousand gods and the large base disappeared just like that? 

All done in by one stomp? 

The entire area had been razed to the ground, and those alive were stunned. 

Even Dr. Erebus and the others, who had always followed Levi around, were also stunned. 

In the past, Levi would use his sword to kill. 

It might be astonishing to others, but Dr. Erebus and the others had seen him do it many times and were 

used to it. 

However, Levi blew their minds after what they witnessed that day. 

It was unprecedentedly amazing! 

than killing thousands of people with a 

ground with a stomp, and it was such a formidable 

vanished were not 

of Keerea who could rival three thousand ordinary 

Erebus a new impression 

looked down on the strength of Xyperia and said that he could 

at least one hundred thousand Deities and were creating the Super Deity project, Dr. Erebus 

finally got his 

the strength of the Super Deity didn’t matter to Levi at all because Levi was simply 

behind him 

was going to be a fierce battle, but Levi disintegrated them with just 



the base vanished 

only 

to her senses and slowly turned around like a walking 

mind was blown the moment she 

think to know what 

already understood everything the moment he shattered 

seeing the aftermath, she became even 

that Levi was strong and had expected him to be overpowered. However, the scene she saw was far 

from what 

longer grasp the true strength of 

strength he had had already exceeded her wildest 

above the 

looked at her and said, “Look, I still cherish our friendship. I 

Thump! 

final straw that crushed 

any longer and collapsed to 

Chapter 3122 

The Mightier The Better 

When night fell, Levi and the others proceeded with their so-called comprehensive elimination plan. 

They continued to strike against the targeted forces in full swing to eradicate them as planned. 

The targeted ones only had themselves to blame for deceiving Levi previously. It was time for them to 

have a taste of their own medicine. Levi vowed to eradicate them relentlessly for their dishonest deeds. 

Thus, he did not stop massacring the targeted forces with the others. 

Even the Heavenly Clan of Keerea could not sustain Levi’s massive stomp, let alone the others. They 

were no match for Levi’s formidability. 

Even if Levi did not initiate any strike, the others from his team, too, could effortlessly eradicate the 

targeted forces. 

confront the targeted forces and eradicate them one 

was even more petrifying. Lifeless bodies were piling up everywhere; 

Before the victims had the time to react, Levi and the others had wiped them out at mind-boggling 



dead men tell no tales. Thus, nobody knew what had 

time elapsed, Levi and the others annihilated approximately two thousand targets again. In fact, their 

operation was almost coming to an 

aback by the number of people who had ever deceived Levi to obtain his 

earlier to those who traded their lives. Hence, he was 

Dr. Erebus roughly went through the list and updated him, “The targeted ones are almost annihilated, 

and all the other forces left have something to do with Xyperia. All these forces joined the Elterton 

Union formed by Xyperia earlier. Other than Keerea, they’re the ones who have seized most of our 

resources! Mr. Garrison, should we wipe them out together or should we deal with them separately 

Digital God pointed out, “If I’m not mistaken, Xyperia is almost in the final stage of their top-level Super 

Deity plan. Since they have reached a critical stage, I suggest we grab the opportunity to give them a 

massive blow at the moment. With that, we’ll be able to ruin their plan. In other words, we’ll be one 

step closer to taking revenge 

gleefully. After all, Xyperia was already mighty enough. They foresaw it would be impossible to inflict 

any 

Then why don’t we let Xyperia have a few more days, so their Super Deity plan will be a success? It’ll be 

more fun if they’re more 

wait for Xyperia to be mightier. To him, the mightier, the better. He did not even mind if they turned 

into a major threat 

Chapter 3123 

Born To Be Stubborn 

Soon, Levi and the others eliminated the few lackeys from Xyperia who were utterly incomparable to 

them. 

The last force targeted by them was known as Dark Sentinel, a mega force in Elterton Union. They were 

deemed heroes protecting the darkness and were used to be the organization with the most powerful 

combat prowess during the ancient times of Xyperia. Therefore, they had been shielding the nation 

against any threats throughout the years. 

Due to certain reasons, they pulled out of Xyperia sometime later. Nevertheless, there were a lot of 

elites in Dark Sentinel. Hence, they were still the conqueror in the region of Elterton. Besides, they were 

considered an independent organization in the region of Xyperia. 

Other than them, there were many other similar superpower organizations in Xyperia. All of them were 

independent organizations and never crossed paths with each other. 

Nonetheless, all of them joined the Elterton Union after the spiritual energy revival and had been under 

Xyperia’s control since then. 



of them with superpowers were even shortlisted by Xyperia to join the Elterton Star and undergo the 

Super 

Union and seized a lot of Levi’s resources. Thus, it scared the wits out 

doing here?” everyone from the 

overwhelming news whereby other forces in the Elterton Union were 

about what happened and wondered who the culprit 

if the tragic fate would 

felt a prickle of inexplicit 

you! When I announced the bounty previously, you deceived me and seized my resources, didn’t you? 

Hence, it’s time for you to pay the price for your 

Erebus, alongside him, echoed, “Other than that, you’ll have to pay the price for being in cahoots with 

Idrae too! But I’m kind enough to give you a suggestion to save your own lives. As long 

God mocked, “We’re kind enough to leak out live-saving information to you. It won’t be long before 

Idrae 

burst out laughing as though they had just heard about the 

They’re telling a seemingly cock-and-bull story! No doubt, they have a point by settling a score with us 

after knowing that we had deceived them and seized their resources. But how’s it possible for them to 

eradicate Idrae and Xyperia? It’s known to the whole world that Xyperia’s current strength is beyond 

imagination. Other 

Chapter 3124 

Dark Sentinel Is Wiped Out 

The members of Dark Sentinel were still laughing their heads off and did not sense anything awry. 

In the meantime, Levi had started making a move. 

Boom! 

In the next second, an earth-shattering force rolled over like the utterly fiery heat from the sun. 

In the blink of an eye, Levi annihilated everyone from the Dark Sentinel with an invincible slap. It was as 

though they vanished into thin air right after they were thrown toward the sun and burnt to ashes 

within seconds. 

Dr. Erebus and the others did not even bat an eyelid. After all, they had seen with their own eyes how 

the most horrendous Heavenly Clan was eradicated. Thus, it was nothing to them when the Dark 

Sentinel was eliminated within seconds. 

“Hmph! That’s how lackeys would end!” Levi commented indifferently. 

Sentinel, who tended to have their nose in the air, 



three hundred and fifty-two targeted forces who had seized Levi’s resources in one way or the 

day, the tragic end of the related forces stirred up 

than five thousand targeted forces were listed, some of them consisted of quite a large number 

were annihilated when almost 

was when such an 

one by one mysteriously, no one had any clue who could be the annihilator. Thus, it resulted 

is going on? What exactly happened to them? Why 

guard and 

those affected forces had deceived Levi and seized his resources. None of them sensed 

horror-stricken. Everyone was sure as h*ll that the annihilator must be an utterly formidable force. They 

were on pins and needles, fearing that they would be the next target of the annihilator at any moment. 

the unrivaled Dark 

the organization with the mightiest combat prowess in former Xyperia. Besides, they were known as 

unrivaled organization 

irked the whole Xyperia. D*mn it! Who had the gut to annihilate our members when we’re deemed the 

mightiest 

same time, they instructed the other forces under the Elterton Union to dig 

Chapter 3125 

They Plan To Set Levi Up 

Not only that, Levi added another term after a while. If Xyperia did not manage to hand over Idrae 

within a week, he would take them down together with Idrae. 

In an instant, everyone in Xyperia got all fired up. Has Levi Garrison gone nuts? He must be shooting 

himself in the foot by provoking us! 

Nonetheless, Titan Lord and the other high-rank officials only smiled nonchalantly. The self-proclaimed 

formidable officials were convinced that they possessed the most unrivaled combat prowess. 

Thus, there was no point for them in getting rid of Levi themselves as they believed that the latter was 

incomparable to them. 

They snorted at Levi’s provocation and did not even see the need to step out of Xyperia to finish him off. 

Ha! Why bother to waste our time and energy on such a small fry like him! We’re Super Deities mightier 

than Deities! There’s no need to be troubled by a civilian! 

the matter resolved by themselves after the Super Deity plan turns out a 

sort of rewarding them in 



blind eye to Levi’s warning, they expected Idrae would get 

occupied with the Super Deity plan at the moment. Consequently, they tended 

on earth is going on? Levi Garrison has 

poison driven 

so when you’re not well aware of Xyperia’s combat prowess previously. Now that they’re deemed the 

most powerful worldwide, how could you have the cheek to 

a golden opportunity for us!” 

look at him quizzically. “What do you 

warns Idrae and Xyperia, it implies that he was declaring battle against them. Nonetheless, he’s more 

like a lone ranger as no other forces take his side at the moment. Hence, it’s an ideal time for us to step 

in and 

point! At the moment, who else dares to take Levi Garrison’s side? But if we announce 

Chapter 3126 

Play Along 

They even issued a warning to Xyperia and demanded that they either hand Idrae over or have Idrae 

surrender themselves. 

In order to complete the act, they threatened to launch an attack with all of their members and 

exterminate Idrae completely. 

Everyone saw Levi’s warning as a foolish joke from a madman, but Hydron’s warning had the entire 

world in an uproar. 

They never expected anyone to side with Levi at all, let alone an organization like Hydron. 

warning, it was obvious that they were determined to take Idrae down, and that they were not 

isn’t alone! He has nearly two hundred thousand people backing him 

Hydron was a little surprised by the 

person, and our previous successful attempts at tricking him have proven that to be true. The best way 

to trick Levi would be to take his side in hating Idrae, badmouth Idrae, and pretend to seek revenge on 

Idrae. Once he believes us unconditionally, he’ll give us anything we ask for! Now that we’ve told the 

entire world that we intend to go against both Xyperia and Idrae, there’s no reason for anyone to doubt 

our desire for revenge! Levi is definitely going to buy into 

that statement, Xyperia and Idrae both responded with a statement of their own. They declared that 

made, Hydron and Levi became even 

of a perfect plan we’ve made with the others! We’re all working together in 



done a perfect job at it, and they were 

least, for the most part. The rest of the world fully believed that Hydron was on Levi’s side, and they 

would never suspect that it 

Levi saw right through their ploy the moment he 

of Hydron’s schemes. They would only dare challenge Xyperia and Idrae publicly like this because 

they’re in cahoots with each other. Obviously, the 

Chapter 3127 

Second Volume Of The Poison Handbook 

Zoey and the others came rushing over before Hydron did. 

They were all shocked after finding out about Levi’s warning against Xyperia. 

Has Levi lost his mind? Or is he unable to cure Evie’s poisoning? I’m worried about Forlevia just as much 

as Levi is! There wasn’t much I could do to help treat Evie back then, but things have changed after 

Heavenly League became more powerful. On top of that, I’ve also contacted the Ecclesiastic Order and 

asked them to help cure Evie. Heck, I even went as far as finding out where the second volume of the 

Poison Handbook was! 

Unfortunately, I will have to pay a huge price in order to get it. Although I’m still in the process of 

negotiating for it, there is hope of me getting my hands on it! If I can get my hands on the second 

volume of the Poison Handbook, I’ll surely be able to cure Evie of her poisoning! So, why would Levi pull 

such an insane stunt now? Could it be that something has happened to Evie? What could possibly have 

driven Levi to do something so crazy? Because Evie is with him most of the time, I don’t know anything 

about her condition… 

“What the hell are you doing, Levi? Have you lost your mind? Why would you threaten Xyperia when 

they’re so powerful now? Also, how is Evie? Did something happen to her?” Zoey asked anxiously. 

“Mommy…” 

came running out and hugged Zoey all of a sudden, shocking her and 

is this possible?” Zoey 

like! But, how is this possible? Even if Ultimate Parasite absorbed half of the poison, there’s still half of it 

in her body! There’s no way Levi could’ve removed it so easily! He would at 

is still inside me, but I’ve turned it into a resource for my technique! 

using the poison, and everything around her 

was shocked by what she 

stronger than a Deity! No one in Heavenly League would be a match for her! Even those with spiritual 

bones like Azure Dragon and the other four won’t stand a chance against her! In 

actually a logical explanation Forlevia’s sudden and huge increase in 



started cultivating her own technique after getting half of 

elements of nature, it worked well with the 

essence of magical herbs 

with better spiritual bones would be able to absorb spiritual 

had no need 

Chapter 3128 

The Art Of Consumption Determines It 

While it didn’t need spiritual bones to absorb spiritual energy, having spiritual bones would certainly 

make the absorption process easier when using the Art of Consumption. 

If spiritual bones determined the maximum amount of spiritual energy a person could absorb, then the 

Art of Consumption determined the minimum amount. 

Given how frighteningly talented Forlevia was, it only made sense that her spiritual bones were of 

amazing quality. 

As Heavenly League had dealt with the Ecclesiastic Order a lot lately, they learned some basic 

knowledge on determining the quality of spiritual bones. 

“Not only does Evie’s capabilities surpass that of Azure Dragon and the others, but her spiritual bone 

should also be of high quality like theirs!” 

“I bet they’d immediately let her into Heavenly League if they knew about this!” 

when she heard 

been cured of her poisoning! On top of that, she became really powerful too! Still, I am really curious as 

to how she 

question that was practically written all over their faces, Forlevia pointed at Levi 

Levi in shock and disbelief as nobody 

Evie has been cured, or it will bring us a lot of 

take any risks, especially since Forlevia had just been cured of 

problems or complications could arise if anything were to 

are you still going to start a war with Idrae now that Evie 

poisoned my daughter with the deadliest poison in 

won’t be able to get our revenge on Idrae regardless of whether they leave Xyperia! All we can do is put 

Levi against starting a war with the 

the enemy forces are so overpowered that 



in a few days. I am very calm, and I will never do anything I have no confidence in, 

Chapter 3129 

Pretending To Fall For It 

Agent 5 then shot Agent 23 and the others a glare as he continued, “You guys, apologize to Mr. Garrison 

right away!” 

Agent 23 and the four other agents stepped forward and knelt down in front of Levi before apologizing 

in unison, “We’re sorry, Mr. Garrison! We shouldn’t have called you a coward! Please forgive us!” 

Wow… These guys sure have decent acting skills, I’ll give them that! I can’t believe they’d even apologize 

to me! 

Levi nearly burst out laughing at the thought of that. 

“You’re really brave, threatening Idrae and Xyperia despite knowing how powerful they are! We decided 

to follow in your footsteps, Mr. Garrison! We showed them our resolve to get our revenge too!” Agent 5 

said. 

able to read between the lines and began playing 

against Idrae, but then you guys showed up and challenged them too! It’d be boring having to fight this 

war all by myself, so I’m really glad to have so many of you on my side! You’re all the best comrades I 

could ever have!” he said with 

what to say in order to 

pretending that he had fallen for their act, Levi would be able to better carry 

7 were grinning 

easily! Oh, Levi… Can’t you see that we’re lying to you? You’re such an idiot! In fact, you’re probably the 

biggest idiot in the world! I bet you didn’t see this one 

to themselves as they continued 

too powerful! We won’t stand a chance 

We’ll have to strengthen ourselves if we are to take Idrae on!” Agent 7 

of them then exchanged glances before sighing in unison. “This is easier said than done, though! The 

power difference is still incredibly huge even 

Levi was a lot better at it 

Chapter 3130 

Team Up With The World 

Heh… That look of greed on your faces suits you guys better! That’s something you can’t fake! 



Levi thought to himself as he continued, “Of course! I’m willing to give up everything I have in order to 

get rid of Idrae, so I hope we’ll be able to work together on this!” 

“This is great! Our hopes of taking Idrae down have increased!” 

“Yeah! I’ll deliver the great news to our comrades right away!” 

The members of Hydron were extremely excited at the amazing progress they thought they were 

making. 

they managed to con Levi of, so it was only natural for them to be 

I get my resources if the process wasn’t so 

“Huh?” 

even more excited 

he has! Isn’t he being a little too stupid here? According to the rumors, he’s supposed to be an 

incredibly smart and cunning person! That’s why he was hired as a military strategist even though he 

lost his powers! Well, actually, it isn’t too hard to see why he’d become so stupid. First of all, Levi has 

been blinded by his hatred toward Idrae, so us using this against him works extremely well. Secondly, 

our flawless strategy of publicly declaring our support for him is 

and take things one step at a time! Besides, you’ve 

still won’t be able to take Xyperia on regardless of how hard we work and how many resources you 

have. It will be near impossible 

flow of the conversation and asked, “Oh? 

is being guarded by over a hundred thousand Deities and a bunch of Super Deities, right? There’s no way 

we’re ever going to break through that defense, so we can’t just 

we go about this and figure out 

curious expression, “I assume you 

5 and Agent 7 nodded in unison. “Yup, we have! Given how powerful Xyperia has become, it wouldn’t be 

an overstatement to say that it is a threat to the entire world. Xyperia is disrupting the balance of power 

and poses a threat to every single one of us. Don’t you 

 


